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REMARKS BY REP. GERALD R. FORD, R-MICH. 
REPUBLICAN LEADER, U.S. HOUSE OF REPl\ESENTA'I'IVES 

AT A RALLY FOR SOVIET JEWRY 
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 

7:30P.M. E.S.T., MONDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1971 

FOR RELEASE AT 6:30P.M., E.S.T • 
. ;_;_~'HDAY, DECEi-IBER 13, 1971 

I am very proud to be with you tonight. This mass demonstration is in the 

finest tradition of the United States. I say so because this gathering is positive 

in its approach rather than negative~ constructive rather than destructive, and for 

a great cause rather than against such a cause. The cause advocated here is human 

freedom. 

It has been brought to my attention that today is the first day of the Hebrew 

festival of Chanukah. I am told that this is an occasion when one is supposed to 

light candles to commemorate an ancient struggle for Jewish liberation. As a fellow 

American who is inspired by the deeds of Israel and the brave struggle by so many 

Jewish residents of Soviet Russia, and as the person responsible for the leadership 
I 

of my party, the Republican Party, in the United States House of Representatives, 

I want to join in lighting some candles of hope. Let there be beacons of light that 

shine forth from this meeting to let the Jewish people of the Soviet Union know they 

have not been forgotten. 

I see no point in elaborating on or repeating the facts of which you are so 

painfully aware. You know that there are more than 40 Jews in prison in Russia 

merely because they sought the right to join co-religionists in Israel. You know 

that Sylva Zalmonson is dying in captivity. You know about the deprivation of 

cultural and religious rights, the scapegoating of Jews, the anti-semitic propaganda, 

the discrimination in education and employment. You know about the cruel obstructions 

placed in the way of those who seek to emigrate. 

The real reason I came here from Washington is to discuss -what the United 

States Government can do to help Soviet Jewry. 

Some of our diplomats and experts on the protocol of statesmanship have, in 

the past, insisted that we have no business as a Government to comment on the 

internal and domestic affairs of another nation. But that has not stopped the 

Soviet Union from intervening in the internal and domestic affairs of 

Czechoslovakia, of Hungary, of Poland, of Romania, of Lithuania, of Latvia, and 

(more) 
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of other nations. They--the Russians-··have certainly not hesitated to intervene 

in the affairs of the peoples of the Middle East. They certainly showed no sense 

of propriety in intervening in the India -Pakistan dispute when they vetoed the 

United Nations' efforts to stop the bloodshed! 

Since the Soviet Union uses its veto at the United Nations and asserts 

itself through the U.N. when it suits Russian convenience, I feel that it is now 

very appropriate for the United States to remind the Russiru1s of the United Nations 

Declaration on Human Rights. And I speak specifically about the right of the Jews 

of the Soviet Union to live as normal human beings with all the rights and freedoms 

enjoyed by others--and especially the freedom to leave the U.S.S.R. if they want to. 

Earlier this year, President Nixon urged freedom of emigration for Soviet 

Jews as explicitly provided for by Article 13 of the United Nations Declaration on 

Human Rights. He also called for cultural and religious freedom for Soviet Jewry. 

It would now appear to me that the President of the United States has an 

historic opportunity to serve a compelling humanitarian cause on his forthcoming 

visit to the Soviet Union. The President will be speaking with the prestige of our 

great nation. The Russians will be seeking various concessions and compromises 

frcm the United States. The time would be ripe for President Nixon to very 

appropriately raise the issue of Soviet Jewry with the Soviet Government. 

When Prime Minister Trudeau of Canada visited Moscow he told the Kremlin how 

Canadians felt about the oppression of the Russian Jews. Leaders of many other 

nations have similarly expressed themselves. President Nixon can exert the greatest 

impact on behalf of Soviet Jewry. 

Accordingly, I will recommend very strongly to the President that he consider 

this line of direct action. If the decision is made at top levels now, there will 

be adequate time for planning and structuring the most effective approach. 

The Jewish people of the Soviet Union have been singled out for special 

restrictions. They are denied the consideration accorded other minorities. The 

Kremlin is very sensitive to this issue. It has undermined the Communist pre

tensions of human equality and social justice. Indeed, there are some indications 

of minor concessions by the Moscow authorities to the rising outcry of world 

public opinion. This year more than 7,000 Jews were permitted to emigrate to 

Israel in response to the pressures exerted by men of good will. 1971 has been a 

record year. 

(more) 
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But this is not the moment to relax our efforts. Too many lives are at 

stake. Too many men, women, and children are waiting. Too many people are in 

jeopardy. 

The President has a very clear mandate from the Congress. Our Congress has 

acopted many resolutions and other expressions requesting and authorizing the 

?resident to act on behalf of those subjected to religious discrimination by the 

Soviet Union. During the Eisenhower Administration, as far back as 1953, the 

Con~ress condemned the p,ersecution by the U.S.S.R. of all minorities. In 1954 the 

Congress asked the churches and synagogues of America to set aside a portion of 

their services on Easter Sunday and Passover for special prayers for deliverance 

of all those behind the Iron Curtain who are denied freedom of worship. Perhaps 

it vrould be wise to repeat this in 1972. 

Even now there is new legislation pending before the Congress. I have 

offered my support for a House concurrent resolution that calls for the free 

exercise of religion in the Soviet Union and asks that country to permit its 

citizens to emigrate to countries of their choice. 

The Attorney General, Mr. Mitchell, has already disclosed that Soviet Jewish 

refugees could be admitted to the United States under the parole authority provided 

by our immigration laws. I congratulate the Attorney General on this initiative. 

This makes it unnecessary for Congress to pass additional legislation covering 

non-quota visas for Soviet Jews. This action by our Administration imposes no 

limitation on the number of Jewish refugees who could be admitted to the United 

States. I refer, of course, to persons who may not elect to settle in the State of 

Israel because they have relatives here or for some other reasons. 

I might mention at this point the fact that the Voice of America has 

increased the amount of its broadcasts in Russian, on Jewish subjects, beamed at 

the Soviet Union. This is significant but I personally believe there should be 

Voice of America broadcasts in Yiddish. Not only would this tend to enhance the 

Jewish cultural heritage among Soviet Jews, but it also would be a symbol of U.S. 

support for Jews in the Soviet Union. 

I would like to reassure you that President Nixon has been carefully 

following the cause for which you have assembled. As far back as 1959, when he 

served as Vice-President, Mr. Nixon inaugurated a practice of presenting to Soviet 

leaders lists of names of Soviet residents, including many Jews, who were denied 

(more) 
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exit permits to join relatives in the United States. In fact, Mr. Nixon innovated 

this approach on a visit to Ivloscow in that year, 1959. 

I would make a particular point with the President that he place high on 

his agenda the liberation from Siberian labor camps of all persons jailed for Jewish 

activities. Also, there is no reason that a government which pretends to be 

civilized cannot for humanitarian considerations notify Israel, whether or not 

Israel is diplomatically recognized at this time by that government, of numbers and 

dates of departure of Jews to be released from Russia. Then the Jewish Agency and 

the Israeli Government Ministry of Absorption would be in a better position to ma.'l\.e 

adecluate preparations for housing, feeding, jobs, education, health and so forth. 

Now there is no notice whatever until the trains arrive in Vienna from Russia. 

It was with a sense of horror that I read of the Soviet policy of confining 

to mental institutions as psychiatric cases those persons with courage enough to 

speak out against the government. I was shocked that Russian doctors would lend 

themselves to a policy of declaring insane those individuals whose views trouble 

the authorities. When the World Psyciatric Association met last week in Mexico 

the association refused to condemn the Soviet's use of psychiatry as a tool for 

political repression. 

In this country we have an American Psychiatric Association. I would 

recommend to the A.P.A. that it adopt a suitable resolution condemning the Russian 

psvchiatrists when the association meets at its coming convention. 

Perhaps educators, clergymen, scientists and people of various other 

p~~fessions in the public sector of American life could do likewise when Soviet 

policies involve a particular profession. This struggle must be waged on a 

people-to-people basis as well as a goverr~ent-to-government basis. 

I 1-lill return to Washington better equipped to see the President of the 

United States on the basis of the strong dedication to human liberty demonstrated 

by you here in this great meeting in the city of New York. I can bear witness that 

AmP~ica cares. Over the harbor of this city stands the Statue of Liberty. It 

s~bolizes the role of our nation as a champion of the oppressed and as a haven for 

those who seek to worship God in their own way. It is a light to the world. 

Let our American values again demonstrate to the peoples of the world that we 

Aflericans have not changed in our devotion to the freedom and brotherhood of man 

under the fatherhood of God. I thank you. 

# # # 
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~~~~~~~~~==~~~~-p.. , p. Gerald R. ord at a Freedom Lights for Soviet Jewry Rally at 7:30 p.m. 
at- Madison Sqaure Garden, New ~ork ~. -

_.,...._. 
the - voices of _. oppressed and 

persecuted ~ry o"t to us from tho So~rl.et Union. 

It is appropriate that we meet at this time, the first dsy of Chanukah (hahn-ewe-

cah). Again we mark the historic fest1.val of liberation. We commemorate the tine 

when small but dedicated bands of Jewish freedom-fighters battled to prevent 

religious and cultural genocide. 

~be ~ird da;y o the~ 

sl!.dJ sdS I tr FIIPiQI)§ -
Jewish Prisoners of Cons cience now being 

- .... 
held in Soviet jails. 41'nD4iil..i'lll••••t.;*t..o:M:n~tlfl!g!hhll(,b•&&'!'lidMaMol't!!5~1)rirrtl~g~l'l'ti t~s~!Dir'UJik!'fd"Bmar-t~~mmm~k~ ... !Pit!Mb"J-.a-

Herculean effpr+ h £ zaa t lbie prisonerf and especially Sylva Zalmonson, who as you 
• 

know is dying while being held captive--~ for the so-called criY!l') of wanting• 

4,""-.A aM-A- b;;et·~ a<~~ to go to Israel. ~ v -~ T ~· 
4 

~ 
For the more than 40 Jewish Prisoners of Conscience being held behind prison 

-walla by ~ Soviete oppre $ora 

Dut toore is more than physical survival involved when we consider the plight .. ... 
of all Soviet J mrs. The ----•• basic issue is the survival of Jewish identity, 

the right of the individual to d eoide how he worships his God, the righ'ft of freedom 

of choice. 

It is fitting that the United States Government and citizens of all 

identify with the Je-wish observaooe of Cham,1kah (habn-ewe-cah). Tmre is '~ep 

;.--
1 

him to do til so. I personally attach great importance to this 
matter. 
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,.....,. ,... 
concern in this coun~J about •- the religious and cultural geno!gide being 

practiced on Jewish citizens of the Soviet Union by their~ masters. 

The plight of Soviet Je\13 has not been--cannot be--exaggerated, not while there 

•••••••• is even one Jewish Prisoner of Conscience -~~~~--- lockede 

up behind cold prison walls in the Soviet Union. 

,..... 
As for cultura~ and religious geno6ide, it has been docwnented that Soviet 

Jeve suffer because of gro ooly inadequate religious facilities, pre S9ures against 

syaagogue attendance, lack of Yiddish or Heb~ew teaching, tokenism in the publishing 

and staging of Yiddish works, quota restrictions on university entrance, and exclusioh 

from careers considered sensitive and from important political jobs. 

The charge of cultural genocide is fully justifieS. We all know that Soviet 

Jews are deprbod of the ingredients needed to preserve their cultura1J.A-• 

and religious identity. ~nd we have seen outbreaks of anti-semitism from time to 

time in the Soviet Union, tied in with developments in the Middle East. 

' 



e ing discriminated ag al.nst /-...,d, why wonld thoy 

/ 

wish so ' ly to leave the Soviet Union. 
ti' 

the mere .f'act that nearly all Sovie e"WS, like other Soviet cit.fiens, are .ec=:;:» 

o£ oppreL' held prisoner 1n their native lan 

-Individual 
~ 

......... applicants for emigration have been harfassed. Jewish activists ..... 

• • T na'""' .eG'Sris~;tenced ..,_._ ... , .... ,, ••..• 31113--.... /'-V .. 

It is no co+t that o~S:::et civil-rights / 

·terms in forced-labor canps. 

and minority-group 

,./ 
militants have bee~bjected to similar reprisals. fact remains that Sovie~ 

Are _, to excuse Soviet pre S3ures is a crime. 

out of 

Noboqy who values freedom of the spirit can make 1 ight of the arrests, trials and 

cdlnvictions of Je 1e in IA!!ningrad, Riga and Kishinev this year merely for possessing 

Hebrew-. ........ d1.cttonar1e s and prayer books. 

,..... 
How can anyone sey that Soviet •Jews are not living in a state of fear? 

--- -It was just last ~cember that the Soviet Union imposed • death sentences ._ on 

~ 

t~1o Jew:~ and commuted those sentences to lengthy pr_is?~ terms only becaus4- or 

th'3 pressure of world opinion. 

harsh prison terms, together with other Jewish 

Prisoners of it:lr ConscienoefjJ us• l& w& !I!Wi M l&l!Sw 

I~JlJ.v vie~e ~o:~e; Union are1jj51:~d. And 

it is the obligatl.on of every member of Congress to c::==• prdtest the fact that the 

Soviets will not let them live as Jews or let them leave .th!l Soviet Union. 

•S j r congratulate someone who stope murdering people and 

, 
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If condi tiona forl JP•IJ' 

things could be much worse?n 

say ..Wnderful, 
J 

I join with you in 
ilty of cultura~ gencfctde 

and srould halt "~di"tely 7'- l 

Jews into the' life o 

Th!lre are no words more meaningful than that brief utterance in Exodus, ''TAt 

my people go." 

,.. c -let me tell you right now that I strongly support the ••••••a.l•nderson-

O'Neill bill, House Concurrent Resolution 471, whichcaLis for the free exercise of 
us ::zz . -·-

religion in the Soviet Union and demands of the Soviet Union that it pe:nnit its 

citizens to emigrate to the countries of their choice. 
-=b 

~re is hope, I feel, in the fact that the Soviet Union yielded to the ~ 

world opinion in commuting the death se~tences after the Lenirgrad • trials. 

There 1s hope 1n tho- reports that the SoV!.ot Union has all o""d!l more th-:..9 

JeweJse'•?• t • 'C• •• J t•• 'B to emigrate to Israel this year under pressure from 
< 

sit-ins, petitions and c:::=• hunger» strikes at home and public opinion abroad. This is 

,.._, 
admittedly a small number but large in cotq:>arison with the allowed emigration or any 

othor Soviet gronp. And 1t-1o the large~ for an;r OM r•:rr tod ate. - - ----
The Nixon !<ininistration stands solidly behind Soviet Jewry on the i S3Ue of em18ration 

~ 
Last January 11 Presid!nt Nixon urged "freedo~ of emigration a; explicijl.y provided 

1n Article 1} or ths Unive_r_sal Ll!.claration ot Human Rights" as well as "cultural a::::=::tt:=k -,- ~ 
and religiOUS fn.',d()m ~ 0 bQJM And oJ?roade H 

r ~~.-.'-~ ·~ ,_ - . 
/\. t1ur Gofermmnt •••1 '?If told a Youth Mobilization .tor Sovie Ola Jewry,..,. We 

believe that free movement is one or the basic human rights or all persons. We have 

' 



llstt s lzze I: so :sea ' ' a s '! l L 'g'*z C E I us II I 2 

oxpreosod sympatcy and.~7 on maey o:::.i:/or porsons in the 

wioh to omi/' ofton ·o rejoin their. · "anUies els 

permisst .. sm' to do so. 

Soviet Union who 

-hel~ to overcoTTI!t the • hardships snffered by 

~~ 
t:a..---~'"RDII._ regularly presents to Soviet officials at a high level the 

~ 

names of Soviet ••• residents, including many Jews, who have been denied pennission 

to join close relatives in the United States. Richard Nixon, when he ~s vice-pre sidant, 

J ~ ..... , .,. 
inaugurated tPlt practice *k' .. vis1t41Jtthe Soviet Union in 1959. 

1' l s year's list included the-;;;;: names of some 150 Soviete Jews. 

'!be Soviet Union has permitted a small amount of emigration to the U nited States--

about 250 persons a year. This year, t trough Oct. 31, our embassy in Moscow had iss ned 

.. ' 
~1 emigrant ........ visas. -·- these, 134 were issued to Jews. This compares 

,........ ,.,._ 
with 1970, when .... the Soviet Union allowed .. only 78 Soviet Jews to emigrate to the 

United States. 

,.... -
It i.e. just po !Bible that- the Soviet Union might suddenly alter its present 

-polie.y and allow a .. mnch larger number of Soviet Jews to leave for the United States. 

Because of that possibllit,r, Attorney General Joh~ Mitchell has announced that under 

j 

such circumstances he would exefcise his discretion and would parole Soviet Jews who are - ___... 
able to leave the Soviet Union. This makes • it t11r unnecessary for Congress to••• 
consider legislation providing for non-quota visas for Soviet Je~. I applaud this 

- -initiative on the par~ of the Nixon Administration. Use or tm Attorney • General's 

,.,.-. 
parole~ power placss no limitation on the number of Soviet Jewish refugees who can be 

admitted to t hie country. 

There is another initiative I would like to see President Nixon take. I ~uld 1~ 

htm to include the plight or Soviet Jewry on the agenda for his summit meeting at Moscow 
e:: 

next May, and I {will urge him to do so. I personally attach great importance to this 
matt.er. 

, 
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I · ht ti t th · point the fac""=that theU Voice f Ame • .... h.!!liiZ-~a-mJ.g men on a lS ~ o rtcaJI-f 

. * 

. Yiddish. Not only would this tend to enhance the Jewish :c.:;::. cultural heritage 

.;f'tCf'.c §~ 
among Soviet Jel.B, but it also would b~ a symbol of u.s. support for Jews in the Soviet 

...,.,""""=:;=;:;_-= ~::::---.-=s.=-=-~------·~· 
Union. 

-The task that D remains before us is to keep up an uttrelenting campaign aimed 

at bringing the continuing ,,,~ • .-=-.. •?.__. prossure of world opinion on the Soviet 

Union. Ponr it on 1 OnlY through such a campaign can He get the Soviet Union to lift 

,........ 
t:k its re~trictions on a:J emigration of Soviet Jews and to abandon the terroristic 

... s~ 
pra:::tices of fitiings and even arrest and imprisonment for t hos~ Je \-.5 who defy the 

authorities in order to Uve es Je\6. 

We must press for an end to officially-sponsorad and officially-condoned 

anti~amitism in Russia. vTe mugt seek full rights of religiolls lib"l~ for Soviet 

J~wa. Our battle ery must be ••• lib~ratim l 

~ 

He have a great cruse. Our cause is just, and If e el.O sure wo will be 

triumphant. 

Our caus~ will pr13vail because "truth ••• is mighty above all things.!' 

__.... 
Let every mm ond woman mre be l!ltrong and of good courage. Let us move 

forward in unity. 

Let us 11 ~ enew the me ffiage of Chaunukah (hahn-el-re-cah)--that no power on earth 

: ~ 

cancrush the faith of man. As the prophet Zach,.ri+ said, "Not by might nor by 

""" 
power, but by my spirit, sai th the Lord of hosts. 11 

,. ...... 

It is that ~;::D spirit which g11ides us tonight, as we look forward to th!t day 

when~:L~ shall be =--E~i: .. :=::~;;ti:iii:falial8 and the Prisoners of 8conse1ence 

• ""' ..,..._ 
shall be fre""ef[>oth U body arrl lS so1llb##HII# 

, 
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. !.;0HDAY, DECEI-iBER 13, 1971 

I am very proud to be with you tonight. This mass demonstration is in the 

finest tradition of the United States. I say so because this gathering is positive 

in its approach rather than negative, constructive rather than destructive, and for 

a great cause rather than against such a cause. The cause advocated here is human 

freedom. 

It has been brought to my attention that today is the first day of the Hebrew 

festival of Chanukah. I am told that this is an occasion when one is supposed to 

light candles to commemorate an ancient struggle for Jewish liberation. As a fellow 

American who is inspired by the deeds of Israel and the brave struggle by so many 

Jewish residents of Soviet Russia, and as the person responsible for the leadership 

of my party, the Republican Party, in the United States House of Representatives, 

I want to join in lighting some candles of hope. Let there be beacons of light that 

shine forth from this meeting to let the Jewish people of the Soviet Union know they 

have not been forgotten. 

I see no point in elaborating on or repeating the facts of which you are so 

painfully aware. You know that there are more than 40 Jews in prison in Russia 

merely because they sought the right to join co-religionists in Israel. You know 

that Sylva Zalmonson is dying in captivity. You know about the deprivation of 

cultural and religious rights, the scapegoating of Jews, the anti-semitic propaganda, 

the discrimination in education and employment. You know about the cruel obstructions 

placed in the way of those who seek to emigrate. 

The real reason I came here from Washington is to discuss what the United 

States Government can do to help Soviet Jewry. 

Some of our diplomats and experts on the protocol of statesmanship have, in 

the past, insisted that we have no business as a Government to comment on the 

internal and domestic affairs of another nation. But that has not stopped the 

Soviet Union from intervening in the internal and domestic affairs of 

Czechoslovakia, of Hungary, of Poland, of Romania, of Lithuania, of Latvia, and 

(more) 
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of other nations. They--the Russians--have certainly not hesitated to intervene 

in the affairs of the peoples of the Middle East. They certainly showed no sense 

of propriety in intervening in the India -Pakistan dispute when they vetoed the 

United Nations' efforts to stop the bloodshed! 

Since the Soviet Union uses its veto at the United Nations and asserts 

itself through the U.N. when it suits Russian convenience, I feel that it is now 

very appropriate for the United States to remind the Russians of the United Nations 

Declaration on Human Rights. And I speruc specifically about the right of the Jews 

of the Soviet Union to live as normal human beings with all the rights and freedoms 

enjoyed by others--and especially the freedom to leave the U.S.S.R. if they want to. 

Earlier this year, President Nixon urged freedom of emigration for Soviet 

Jews as explicitly provided for by Article 13 of the United Nations Declaration on 

Human Rights. He also called for cultural and religious freedom for Soviet Jewry. 

It would now appear to me that the President of the United States has an 

historic opportunity to serve a compelling humanitarian cause on his forthcoming 

visit to the Soviet Union. The President will be speaking with the prestige of our 

great nation. The Russians will be seeking various concessions and compromises 

frcm the United States. The time would be ripe for President Nixon to very 

appropriately raise the issue of Soviet Jewry with the Soviet Government. 

When Prime Minister Trudeau of Canada visited Moscow he told the Kremlin how 

Canadians felt about the oppression of the Russian Jews. Leaders of many other 

nations have similarly expressed themselves. President Nixon can exert the greatest 

impact on behalf of Soviet Jewry. 

Accordingly, I will recommend very strongly to the President that he consider 

this line of direct action. If the decision is made at top levels now, there will 

be adequate time for planning and structuring the most effective approach. 

The Jewish people of the Soviet Union have been singled out for special 

restrictions. They are denied the consideration accorded other minorities. The 

Kremlin is very sensitive to this issue. It has undermined the Communist pre

tensions of human equality and social justice. Indeed, there are some indications 

of minor concessions by the Moscow authorities to the rising outcry of world 

public opinion. This year more than 7,000 Jews were permitted to emigrate to 

Israel in response to the pressures exerted by men of good will. 1971 has been a 

record year. 

(more) 
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But this is not the moment to relax our efforts. Too many lives are at 

stake. Too many men, women, and children are waiting. Too many people are in 

jeopardy. 

The President has a very clear mandate from the Congress. Our Congress has 

aQopted many resolutions and other expressions requesting and authorizing the 

?resident to act on behalf of those subjected to religious discrimination by the 

Soviet Union. During the Eisenhower Administration, as far back as 1953, the 

Congress condemned the p.ersecution by the U.S.S.R. of all minorities. In 1954 the 

Congress asked the churches and synagogues of America to set aside a portion of 

their services on Easter Sunday and Passover for special prayers for deliverance 

of all those behind the Iron Curtain who are denied freedom of worship. Perhaps 

it would be wise to repeat this in 1972. 

Even now there is new legislation pending before the Congress. I have 

offered my support for a House concurrent resolution that calls for the free 

exercise of religion in the Soviet Union and asks that country to permit its 

citizens to emigrate to countries of their choice. 

The Attorney General, Mr. Mitchell, has already disclosed that Soviet Jewish 

refugees could be admitted to the United States under the parole authority provided 

by our immigration laws. I congratulate the Attorney General on this initiative. 

This makes it unnecessary for Congress to pass additional legislation covering 

non--quota visas for Soviet Jews. This action by our Administration imposes no 

limitation on the number of Jewish refugees who could be admitted to the United 

States. I refer, of course, to persons who may not elect to settle in the State of 

Israel because they have relatives here or for some other reasons. 

I might mention at this point the fact that the Voice of America has 

increased the amount of its broadcasts in Russian, on Jewish subjects, beamed at 

the Soviet Union. This is significant but I personally believe there should be 

Voice of America broadcasts in Yiddish. Not only would this tend to enhance the 

Jewish cultural heritage among Soviet Jews, but it also would be a symbol of U.S. 

support for Jews in the Soviet Union. 

I would like to reassure you that President Nixon has been carefully 

following the cause for which you have assembled. As far back as 1959, when he 

served as Vice-President, Mr. Nixon inaugurated a practice of presenting to Soviet 

leaders lists of names of Soviet residents, including many Jews, who were denied 

(more) 
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exit permits to join relatives in the United States. In fact, Mr. Nixon innovated 

this approach on a visit to Moscow in that year, 1959. 

I would make a particular point with the President that he place high on 

his agenda the liberation from Siberian labor camps of all persons jailed for Jewish 

activities. Also, there is no reason that a government which pretends to be 

civilized cannot for humanitarian considerations notify Israel, whether or not 

Israel is diplomatically recognized at this time by that government, of numbers and 

dates of departure of Jews to be released from Russia. Then the Jewish Agency and 

the Israeli Government Ministry of Absorption would be in a better position to mal{e 

aclectuate preparations for housing, feeding, jobs, education, health and so forth. 

Now there is no notice whatever until the trains arrive in Vienna from Russia. 

It was with a sense of horror that I read of the Soviet policy of confining 

to mental institutions as psychiatric cases those persons with courage enough to 

spe1"k out against the government. I was shocked that Russian doctors would lend 

themselves to a policy of declaring insane those individuals whose views trouble 

the authorities. When the World Psyciatric Association met last week in Mexico 

the association refused to condemn the Soviet's use of psychiatry as a tool for 

political repression. 

In this country we have an American Psychiatric Association. I would 

recommend to the A.P.A. that it adopt a suitable resolution condemning the Russian 

psvchiatrists when the association meets at its coming convention. 

Perhaps educators, clergymen, scientists and people of various other 

professions in the public sector of American life could do likewise when Soviet 

policies involve a particular profession. This struggle must be waged on a 

people-to-people basis as well as a goverrJment-to-government basis. 

I will return to Washington better equipped to see the President of the 

United States on the basis of the strong dedication to human liberty demonstrated 

by you here in this great meeting in the city of New York. I can bear witness that 

Ame~ica cares. Over the harbor of this city stands the Statue of Liberty. It 

s~bolizes the role of our nation as a champion of the oppressed and as a haven for 

those who seek to worship God in their own way. It is a light to the world. 

Let our Americru1 values again demonstrate to the peoples of the world that we 

ft~ericans have not changed in our devotion to the freedom and brotherhood of man 

under the ~atherhood of God. I thank you. 

# # # 
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